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NESPRESSO ASSET MAINTENANCE v.050618 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Often in a single retail store there could be several Nespresso locations. Ensure you go to the right 
one. Additionally, Nespresso environments where designed to be purchased and installed as 
individual components, thus you will find dozens of unique configurations. 
For larger pictures of the below, please visit 
www.retailfixtureinstallers.com/nespresso_maintenance_pictures. 
 
ADAPTORS (See Drivers) 
BASE PLATES (See Toe Kicks) 
CAPSULE COLUMN – also referred to as Caps wall 

a. Lights not working 
i. Open hinged frame door and check driver and splitter by using a new one to see if 

solves the problem. Older models use 1 splitter into 1 driver. Replace with 1 driver 
per each of 2 LED strips 

CLEANUP - general notes 
a. Spray clean and broom sweep your work area removing all debris to available store garbage 

bins 
b. Once completed with current project scope, you are to do a walk around the Nespresso 

environment and note any obvious damages not covered by the visits scope in – taking 
relevant pictures to support your findings. These are not deficiencies with respect to the 
current visit and must be noted separate from the sign off form to assist ShopFit in reporting 
back to Nespresso  

COLUMN WRAPS 

         
a. Lights not working 

i. Sometimes access is through bottom of tasting station if placed in front 
ii. Open hinged frame door and check driver and splitter by using a new one to see if 

solves the problem 
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DOORS 
a. Askew, missing hinges, lost or misaligned magnets 

i. Manually attempt to repair with existing on hand hardware/supplies 
ii. Failing such, go to nearest hardware store to procure closest matching and 

operable replacement parts to install and repair issue 
DRIVERS – also known as adaptors, transformers 

     
a. Review each readily accessible driver for obvious heat damage and proper connectivity. 

When scope dictates replacement dismantle display to minimum needed. 
b. All replacement drivers must be supplied by ShopFit as they are Nespresso certified class 

and wattage. 
GLORIFIER – translucent box also referred to as a riser meant to enhance Stock Unit 

    
a. Not lit and dark 

i. Check to see if plugged into main power. Check to see if LED strip connected to 
driver. Then test with new driver to see if LED is issue. 

KICK PLATES (See Toe Kicks)  
LED STRIPS – are installed in prefabricated channels or by double-sided adhesive 

          
a. For required replacement of identified dead LEDs, remove the old LED, measure its length, 

identify its construction code # and note it’s attachment mechanism to the fixture or 
intermediary wire extension. 

b. All replacement LEDs must be supplied by ShopFit as they are Nespresso certified colour 
and lumens 

LIGHT BOX – overhead and fastened to store standard 
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a. Not lit up 

i. Use store ladder to gain access 
ii. Wires feed from bottom corners to shelving unit below 
iii. Check to see if still plugged in 
iv. Use new driver to see if that is the issue 

b. Marks or on Plexiglas 
i. Most likely done by store hitting with rolling step ladder 
ii. Clean with Googone 

LOCKS 

 
a. Lost key  

i. Take note of the lock code on the lock assembly if available  
b. Inoperable lock or lock replacement 

i. Often a spare key is in the drawer 
ii. Take note of the lock code on the key or lock assembly if available and measure 

the exact diameter of the available tumbler, or empty hole, and door thickness 
MEGA WALL 

          
a. Shelf lights not working 

i. LED’s are in a aluminum channel inserted into a recessed shelf channel. Use a 
tool to pop out.  

ii. Carefully unplug LED at entrance to inside of shelf box. Replace LED with another 
to see if light is issue. If does not light, test with new driver to see if the driver is 
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the issue. Likewise test the splitter if used. If it still does not light then the issue is 
the connector located inside the shelf box which may not be accessible. 

iii. Drivers are located under the base shelf. To get access carefully lift base shelf 
upwards and inwards and it will free itself. Then remove the back panel carefully 
using a flat tool if not able to get fingers to dislodge. Repeat on upper shelves till 
desired wires are exposed. 

PLAQUES - bent forwards 

 
a. For slight bends of 1/16” or less 

i. If possible, slip a portion of this double-sided carpet tape or any such commercial 
product in between and press hold to rectify the problem 

b. For more pronounced bends 
i. Use a flat tool to wedge the plaque off the fixture, care to not further bend the 

plaque of to scratch the wood 
ii. Carefully using a flat surface gently attempt to straighten the curve without 

crimping the plaque, adding similar double-sided taps as above after first cleaning 
the surface and making it smooth, and then reapplying in exact location 

RECYCLING BINS 
i. Located by the tasting station for Nespresso use. Do not use for service call 

garbage removal. 
RISERS 

    
i. Come is various colours like beige, purple or translucent [Glorifier] 
ii. These sit on top of Stock Unit and have electrical pass throughs with matching 

hole cover plates 
SCRATCHES AND DENTS 

a. Metal scratches 
i. For larger scratches on flat surfaces or on metal edges carefully use black Sharpie 

Paint Pen, immediately using Googone to remove any excess 
ii. For finer flat surface scratches use Sharpie black Magic Marker, immediately 

using Googone to remove any excess 
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b. Metal dents 
i. Depending and reason for the dent, using a protective medium, tape the 

mushroom as flat as possible, thereafter with as much artistic flair as possible 
inlay or overlay the black vinyl over the dent 

c. Wood scratches 
i. Depending on the severity of the scratch, use wood filler and matching wood 

colouring pencil to hide the mark, removing any excess 
SHELVING UNITS – found in the mega wall or store provided standards    

i. These come in various sizes and may contain LED channels to highlight lower 
shelf product.  

ii. In the event there is an LED, the shelf was prewired in its hollow body with an LED 
extension. This extension allows for the forward portion to hang exposed to allow 
for plugging in the LED and the back connector remains exposed for eventual 
connection to the driver.  

iii. To separate the shelf box may be possible if done with great care as it is glued 
and screwed together. 

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS (For storage) 

 
i. Ensure all parts are disassembled as is appropriate. 
ii. Tasting station to be shipped upright with spacers between legs and backer board 
iii. Remove all adjustable feet and place is separately labelled box  
iv. Tape all wire pass through plates to stock unit 
v. No hard surfaces are to be in contact with each other 
vi. Product to be completely bubble wrapped. 
vii. Cardboard corner beads to be used on all exposed edges 
viii. Entire unit is to be securely shrink wrapped in multiple layers of thick wraps 
ix. Blocking is to be screwed into skid based to keep products from sliding during 

transport. 
x. Proper labels to be applied to each pallet/box showing shipping retailer and 

address and receiving consignee name and address.        
SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS (For destruction) 

i. Take all branded assets [defined as any item with a Nespresso symbol, logo, 
name and ship to KD Services. 

ii. Take all other items, demolish them, and take to local dump for responsible 
disposal. 

SINTRA SIGNS – overhead and fastened to store standards 
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a. Loose or damage replacement 

i. Screw or unscrew from above cavity to fasten or remove ensuring you hit support 
blocks underneath 

SPLITTERS – also called hubs 

 
a. These are used to connect multiple LED light strings to 1 single driver.  

i. Over time these LED’s overload lower wattage drivers causing LED to show less 
lumens, blink, or a complete failure to light up.  

ii. Removing the splitter and providing each LED string its own driver solves the 
blinking issue.  

iii. Often doing this the resulting lumen brightness is greater than the other LED’s in 
the display and may require the need to match the lumen power on other Capsule 
Walls or Column Wraps.  

iv. If LED remains unlit ensure power is connected. If still not lit here may be an issue 
with the LED itself. 

STANDARDS – only applicable when holding Nespresso wooden shelves 

 
a. covered with Nespresso brown vinyl 

i. Carefully remove by hand – but since mostly these are store assets please 
confirm with ShopFit before removing vinyl 

STOCK UNITS – the base display positioned in the aisle 
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i. These house the doors, plaques, the glorifier, riser boxes, and straddle Nespresso 
gondola shelving where installed, and often are attached to the tasting station 

ii. All horizontal wire pass-through openings have matching colour metal plate covers 
TASTING STATION - backer wall 

    
a. Header light not lit.  

i. Check to see unit is plugged into live power. Then check if header LEDs are 
connected properly into a working driver. Use a new driver to test to confirm if 
plugged into old driver. Advise ShopFit if still not working as an electrician will 
need to be scheduled on a revisit with you.  

b. Header graphics in bad state of repair, torn or peeling 
i. Carefully manually remove by hand, or using heat gun on low setting slowly peel 

off  
c. Electrical plug has no power 

i. Test outlet with electrical power tester. Check to see if you can see wires feeding 
from junction box inside unit up to the backer wall outlet. If no power advise 
ShopFit as an electrician will need to be schedules on a revisit with you 

d. Cleat not holding table in place 
i. With 2 trades, each lifting one side lift table up and backwards sliding carefully so 

the upwards facing backer wall cleat properly catches the downward facing table 
cleat being careful not to bend or damage the support legs. 

e. Cleat is loose or removed from backer wall 
i. Position cleat in original location and drill additional new pilot holes fastening with 

similar screws as originally used 
f. Header loose 

i. The micro setscrews may have been removed and are not replaceable. Just set 
the Nespresso header back on the frame ensuring it seats properly are the edge 
lips 

TASTING STATION - base table 
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a. Glass front or corner damaged 

i. Black electrical tape to protect patrons in meantime 
ii. PL new pc on with painter tape till it cures 

b. Drawer stays open or closed 
i. Drawer has hidden release latch underneath 
ii. Adjust height of legs to correct issue 

c. iPad holder 
i. Requires security tools 
ii. Wires can sometimes feed in and through iPad holder, but best to remove first 
iii. Remove legs to remove iPad holder 

d. Metal legs 
i. Kicked off angle 
ii. Manually move forward and leave or 
iii. Screw lug might need to be PL’d 

e. Table loose from back 
i. lift and seat on cleat properly 

f. Wire management 
i. Dangling – use wire clips to keep in place ensuring not in way of operating drawer 

TOE KICKS – also referred to as kick plates or base plates 

 
a. Loose  

i. Reclip to the unit’s support legs or worst-case scenario ensure they remain upright 
using a bit of force or some discretely placed duct tape  

b. Broken or missing 
i. Take measurement to 1/32 in length and ensure height allows for flipping 

replacement into place. Use existing kicks as a guide. 
ii. Note where support legs are for fastening leg clips  

TOTEMS – includes two fastened side shelf units 
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a. Cosmetic damage 

i. See SCRATCHES AND DENTS section 
TRANSFORMERS (See Drivers) 
 


